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CHIME Foundation Certified Healthcare Executive Title Recognizes Dedication
to Education
BURLINGTON, Mass. (PRWEB) July 17, 2018
Dimensional Insight, the maker of Diver Platform, a data management and analytics
solution, is pleased to announce that George Dealy, Vice President of Healthcare
Applications, recently became a CHIME Foundation Certified Healthcare Executive
(CFCHE), one of the highest professional achievements in the industry. The College
of Healthcare Information Management Executives (CHIME) Foundation awards
certification to industry representatives who pass a comprehensive exam that
evaluates their understanding of the healthcare IT environment.
“CHIME is an organization that recognizes emerging healthcare leaders who are
fully committed to the healthcare IT environment. Those who obtain their CFCHE
certification not only prove their extensive understanding of the industry, but their
responsibility towards its improvement as well,” says Fred Powers, president and
CEO of Dimensional Insight. “We are proud of this accomplishment and to have
George as a valuable and integral part of our team.”
“Healthcare is undergoing a massive transformation,” said CHIME President and
CEO Russell Branzell, CHCIO. “We are shifting to a value-based environment,

improving coordination across the continuum and striving to reduce costs. Health IT
is critical to achieving these goals, but to be effective it needs dedicated
professionals. A CFCHE designation shows a high level of commitment to CHIME,
our members and the industry as a whole as we work collectively to bring
professional excellence to patient care.”
To enroll in the CFCHE program, candidates must have at least three years of
experience at a CHIME Foundation member organization or qualifying healthcare
organization or have one year at a qualifying organization and maintain their CHIME
Certified Healthcare CIO status. In addition, they must have a baccalaureate degree
or be enrolled in a baccalaureate program. To maintain their CFCHE status, they
must pass the exam and participate in programs and events that continue their
education as an IT leader. These qualifications ensure that the healthcare executive
is truly dedicated to ongoing education, an important characteristic in an industry
where patients pay the price for outdated systems and practices.
Dimensional Insight is a CHIME Foundation firm that provides healthcare
organizations with data management and analytics capabilities through its Diver
Platform. By using Diver, healthcare organizations can gain greater insights into
their data for improved decision-making. Dimensional Insight is a five-time “Best in
KLAS” winner and has achieved top scores in multiple user surveys for ease of use,
performance, and customer service.
As vice president of healthcare applications, George is responsible for Dimensional
Insight’s product direction in the healthcare market. George has more than 25 years
of information technology experience with past senior management roles in business
development, product management, professional services, and sales. He holds a
master’s in computer science from Union College and a bachelor’s in applied
economics from Cornell University.
“The process of preparing for the CFCHE exam provided me with a better
appreciation for the issues that healthcare leaders care about most, as well as
perspective on how they approach those issues,” says Dealy. “I am honored to be
among the first executives to obtain CFCHE certification.”
About Dimensional Insight
Dimensional Insight is a leading provider of analytics and data management
solutions, offering a complete portfolio of capabilities ranging from data integration
and modeling to sophisticated reporting, analytics, and dashboards. Founded in
1989, Dimensional Insight has thousands of customer organizations worldwide.
Dimensional Insight’s Diver Platform™ consistently ranks as a top performing

analytics platform by customers and industry analysts in its core market segments
including healthcare, distribution, and manufacturing. For more information, please
visit https://www.dimins.com.
About CHIME
The College of Healthcare Information Management Executives (CHIME) is an
executive organization dedicated to serving chief information officers (CIOs), chief
medical information offices (CMIOs), chief nursing information officers (CNIOs) and
other senior healthcare IT leaders. With nearly 2,600 members in 51 countries and
over 150 healthcare IT vendors and professional services firms, CHIME provides a
highly interactive, trusted environment enabling senior professional and industry
leaders to collaborate; exchange best practices; address professional development
needs; and advocate the effective use of information management to improve the
health and healthcare in the communities they serve. For more information, please
visit chimecentral.org.

